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Recognizing the wealtnessof the position of "the unknown," we send forth on their mission the contents of the following pages with great humility, yet with a hope that the new discoveries of tlie electromngnetic instruction of matter whicli makes all previous theories about the construction of the universe incorrect, may afford tiie possibility of a key to the correct interpretation of its construction, through the investigation along the '*ne ot radioactive, electro magnetic cell construction.
We fear we have insufficiently explained many of our slattments, but extreme brevity was a necessity.
A more lengthy explanation will he given the subject just as quickly as we can arrange the voluminous matter already at hand in substantiation of all Lhat The cdiidensntion of this etnei represents the consti iiction of the earth, and if of the earth, of the whole universe. We quote: . . . "The atom has recently been discovered to be a miniature solar system, with a i-entral ion or sun, around which revolve the electrons, corresponding to the planets.
Yet this marvellf'us litth-atom is hut c>ne-twenty-flve-millionth nf an inch in diameter 'ind has associated with it a certain definite amount of t lectricity called an ionic charge, var^Ingaccoidin; : The hydrogen atom, which ., the smallest atom known, is estiniated to be composed <>f 7'M) electrons, 3,50 positive and liiH) negative, interlocked in a state of violent motion, so as to assume a distinct form.
Sixteen tinies as many in anothei' grouping crmstitute an atom of oxygen ; 14 of them go to form an atoin of nitrogen ; 12 of them an atom of carbon; 16.1)00 an atom of sodium; 100,(K)0 of them an atom of gold; 160,000 of them an atom of radium. All the elements are thus regaided as different groupings of one stable constituent. This when established will he a unification of matter, such as through all the ages has been sought. This in brief is the new theory of t' e electrical construction of the earth and the universe.
One result of it is that if hII iitoms are in a state of vibration they must lose energy and break up eventually, and all matter be resolved again into the primeval ether.
In the light of this new discovery all previous theories of science about the construction of matter and of the universe are found to be incorrect. '' Because of this wrong conception of the construction of matter the origin of life in the earth has remained a mystery to men of this age. If matter was created by motion in the condensation of the "gaseous electricity," or ether, and the first balanced crea ion that of the atom, then every created particle must l>e governed by the same laws of Imiance, Supply this radio active demand, and man cannot suffer contraction in the circulation of cell division.
We are impressed with the thought that a cure for iirmsiimption, yea of hU diseases, and even the "elixir of life." is already in man's po8sessi..n,* but owing to his imperfect comprehi iision of that which supports life, he has failed to recognize its value.
Prof. Burke of Cambridge University has succeeded in producing living cells by the introduction of radium into culture media prepared after the f»)rmula of bacteria culture media; The «liameter of the cells is said to be the one sixty-one-thousandth of an inch. This diameter shows an equal condensation of the construction of the iitiiio>pJiere and of the contents of the nucleus of the animal cell as the squ.ires of oand 6 multiplied by the 1(J(X) atoms that possess the same dimcntion as the Spherical Bacteria cell.
The redistribution of tlectro mujinetic particles in the human conK tructii.n «m a »"dio active balance must restore to man his first perfect coiistru. tion. Prof. Burke has succeed, d in raising "tHedead" toa living cunstrurtion, because he had in the culture media parts of the once li\iug animal form, and the radio active eltui.Mit, salt. Radium could not therefore have been the origin of life in the enrth.
THE SO-CALLED INVOLUTION FORMS.
In the "invi.lution forms," f..uiid in bacteria cultures, we have still greater proof of the government of the bacteria cell, in the c«instMicti<.ii of the animal cell. That bacteria g.-nerat-s chemicals which react «»n the ceils, and cause them to group in larger numbers, and so bring forth a higher form «.f life is shown by the shape of the "inv.ilution forms." These take the shape of certain species of the Foraminifera, and the Foramiiiifera construct their shells on the wiuie basis of increase in nuni ber of segments as characterize the divisiim of . ''"'"" ***"*^' '"«"'^'' proportion of iron is imRlrwll'^eir;;' Hn., u. ".,.. p,","" .,"". .uul construe, ion thrcrtains n,!"1h """" 
